. Responses of one unit to different single-and dual-and multiple-object sequences played at three different attenuation levels (refers to figure 2). For each stimulus the oscillogramm (upper) and raster plot in response to all three attenuation levels are shown. Vertical blue line indicate the time point where echoes from object A disappear due to the bat leaving that object behind in the flight trajectory. (a-c) Top: Color maps of normalized activation rates from 96 units vertically ordered according to their best delays in response to the B sequence. Activation rates were calculated through subtracting the PSTHs in response to the BC (a), AC (b) and to the AB (c) sequences from the PSTHs in response to the ABC sequence. Bins, with no difference between the response to the ABC sequence and to the dual-object sequence are white. The activation rates show the relative impact of each object to the overall response along the temporal axis. Negative values indicate suppressive and positive values excitatory impacts of the corresponding object on the response to the ABC sequence. Bottom: Normalized median activation rates from all units. Black arrowheads signal time point of passing object A. Note that after passing object A the response to object B is suppressed in response to the ABC sequence in comparison to the response to the BC sequence (a). Object B and object C had respectively, slight or no suppressive impact on the response to the ABC sequence (b and c). (d) Suppression rates calculated from responses to the ABC sequence and to the dual-object sequences under consideration of specific time windows. Response to object A in the first time window (1-450 ms) is followed by suppression in the second time window (450-900 ms; signtest < 0.001; left boxplot). The presence of object B echoes had no effect on the response to object A in the first time window (right boxplot; sign test: ns). (e) Time course of suppression and recovery range calculated with the normalized suppression rates from each unit and bin for the three object situation. Recovery occurred as soon as the values did not differed significantly from 0 (sign test: p > 0.01 = no suppression) and is indicated by a black arrow. . 4) . Best response shifts between the dual-and single-object sequences. Note that in comparison to the data from figure 4, the response shifts are less between the leading echo and the dual-object sequence, indicated by response shifts that are closer to 0 and smaller quartile ranges than between the lagging echo and the dual-object sequence.
